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1. The current aviation safety regulatory system for aircraft operators in
relation to the application of the cabin crew to passenger ratio including
current exemption provisions
Introduction
1. The Flight Attendants‟ Association of Australia (FAAA) is the body that represents the
professional and industrial interests of Australian cabin crew. Cabin crew represent one of
the largest single groups within Australian aviation. Contrary to the general marketing
focus of airlines, the aviation role performed by cabin crew is best characterised as that of
an aviation safety and security professional. This mandated safety and security role is
made explicit within the Annexes to the Convention on International Civil Aviation.
2. Annex 6 of the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation) Convention states that
cabin crew are ‘required on board an aircraft to effect a safe and expeditious evacuation
of the aeroplane and to perform the necessary functions in an emergency or in a situation
requiring emergency evacuation’ and;
The security functions and obligations of cabin crew require cabin crew to be trained to
„minimise the consequences of acts of unlawful interference’ and to „contribute to the
prevention of acts of sabotage or other forms of unlawful interference’.
3. In 1999 the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) agreed during a Regulatory Review
process to retain the 1:36 cabin crew ratio. The advice of safety specialists in the industry
provided at that review remains as relevant today, as it was then (Annexure A) - the
Australian 1:36 crew ratio continues to provides a superior risk mitigation standard. No
new evidence based safety case has been advanced that determines that reducing
existing crew numbers will retain (or increase) existing safety and security outcomes.
4. In contrast, security incidents have occurred, which in fact, only support the retention (or
even increase) of the current cabin crew ratio. As a consequence, when considering the
cabin crew ratio it is equally as important to have regard to security as well as safety.
Previous Reviews
5. In 2003, airlines again challenged the higher Australian crewing standard. A second (more
detailed NPRM) review was conducted by CASA. Again, CASA was unable to identify
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shortcomings of the 1:36 rule. Following this, in circumstances outlined below, Parliament
chose to retain the existing law as the appropriate safety standard for Australia.
6. At that time, airlines were proposing that the 1:50 passenger ratio represented the bestpractice crew ratio standard and the Australian law was inappropriate. This contention
was not true then, and it remains untrue today; the 1:50 crew ratio is the global
minimum standard – the global best-practice standard is the Australian 1:36 passenger
ratio. The FAAA is of the view that if informed about the proposal to reduce the standard,
Australians would overwhelmingly support retention of the current 1:36 standard.
7. The FAAA highlights Australian people have always demonstrated a low level of aviation
risk tolerance and subsequently, demanded commensurate safety standards. This was the
basis of the Australian Parliament retaining the higher safety and security outcomes
provided by the longstanding 1:36 rule when it was challenged in 2003. The important
point is that Parliament recognised that the issue is not one of comparative or minimum
safety standards, but specific requirements of Australia – a world leader in Aviation safety
systems. If other nations choose to accept a higher level of aviation safety risk that is a
matter for their judgment; but it essentially says nothing about the safety standard most
appropriate for Australia.
8. Following a serious safety and security incident on board QantasLink 1737 in May 2003,
the critical actions of the cabin crew were credited as undoubtedly ensuring the safety of
the aircraft and applauded world-wide. This acknowledgement was reflected within the
broad cross-party support of Parliament, resulting in the Government refusing to allow
any reduction in crew numbers. Similarly, the public position of the Labor Party was that
the proposed reduction should never have been considered in the first place. (Annexure
B)
9. However, despite the clear Parliamentary consensus and the direct government decision
to maintain the current crew ratio, CASA, without any stakeholder consultation or public
notification, commenced granting exemptions (permissions) to the 1:36 rule in 2007.
Thirteen (13) such exemptions are current in 2011 and cover the airline aircraft types
widely used in regular public transport operations. This action has effectively undermined
the existing law. CASA apparently believes that it is able to bypass the Parliament‟s laws
and regulate by exemption.
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10.Certainly, it would seem clear that having failed to convince Parliament to reduce the
number of crew required by law, CASA decided to do so anyway using administrative
[Select Legislative Instrument] procedures. Considering the clearly expressed and
bipartisan support of Parliament, this appears to the cabin crew community to be a direct
contravention of the spirit and intent of Parliament‟s decision.
11.Professionally trained cabin crew are the last line of defence. Cutting the numbers of crew
on board an aircraft can only be viewed as a commercial cost saving measure. The
regulatory change is not the issue per se; change is indeed a constant feature of aviation.
However, change in safety regulation can only be predicated upon retaining or extending
existing safety and security outcomes. Change that reduces safety margins for purely
commercial reasons cannot be permitted.
12.CASA is proposing to implement a 1:50 cabin crew to passenger seat ratio for single-aisle
aircraft configurations of between 20 and 216 passengers with approval being conditional
upon an operator having in place „a CASA approved safety risk management plan‟.
However, the ICAO 2008 Audit Findings Ops/11 stated: ‘There are no regulations in
Australia that require an air operator to implement a safety management system
acceptable to the State or to clearly define the direct accountability for safety on the part
of senior management.’
13.The FAAA raised objections to the process of exemptions granted due to the lack of
transparency and lack of consultation (Annexure C). The Association therefore reasonably
questions whether these exemptions were granted with appropriate Safety Management
Systems as a prerequisite? Further, the FAAA believes that the process utilised did not
meet CASA obligations as a regulator under the Legislative Instruments Act, which
requires stakeholder consultation.
14.The FAAA therefore respectfully requests that the Standing Committee requires CASA to
make public the results of the hazard identification, risk assessment and mitigation
strategies that were performed before granting [secret–behind closed doors] exemptions
to the current law. That CASA be compelled to do so is manifestly in the public interest as
safety assessment and regulation cannot be permitted to become a covert activity
conducted outside of public scrutiny. To do so risks tainting Australia‟s preeminent safety
reputation with a perception of commercial conflict of interest.
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15. Australia has adopted a policy of alignment with ICAO (International Civil Aviation
Organisation) Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS), under which formal
Safety Management System (SMS) assessments are required whenever an operational
change is proposed. The FAAA considers that to either disregard this long standing
requirement or to do so only in secret, is unacceptable regulatory action by CASA.
16.In addition, CASA should make public the qualifications of those tasked with conducting
and reviewing the risk analysis and mitigation process. As there are very few qualified
technical experts in this specific area of hazard identification in this country, in our
response to the NPRM, the FAAA raised the following questions:
•How has CASA assured itself that the processes applied to determine equivalent
levels of safety are adequate?
•What is the experience level within the management of Australian air operators in
conducting “risk assessments” and formulating “safety cases” to justify the
reduction in cabin crew ratios?
•Is the basis for these safety cases scientific and/or evidence based or subjective?
•What is the experience level and training being provided to personnel within CASA
who are responsible for assessing these “safety cases”?
17. Airlines are profit driven and management is assessed by Key Performance Indicators
linked directly to profitability and efficiency measures. Therefore, there is an inherent bias
toward these indicators. For this reason, the independent regulatory authority, rather
than the airlines, must be responsible for regulating aviation activity to ensure the
optimum level of safety for the travelling public. The apparent bias toward commercial
outcomes and the lack of transparent process demonstrated to date raises serious
concerns that CASA is not operating as an independent, arms-length regulator in
accordance with Section 9 of the Australian Civil Aviation Act.
18. While commercial interests are clearly the imperative behind the proposed cabin crew
ratio reduction, CASA requires the same vested interests [the airline operators] to
demonstrate that there are no safety-significant differences between the current regime
and their proposals, by providing their own Safety Risk Management Plan. Considering the
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complete lack of transparency in this process to date, this raises serious conflict of
interest concerns. The FAAA respectfully submits that the Standing Committee should
fully examine this commercial conflict of interest aspect in order to protect the legitimacy
of Australia‟s aviation safety oversight reputation.
Aircraft Evacuation Certification
19.The aircraft certification process is often cited as a demonstration of evacuation efficiency
that can be used to determine “real world” evacuation efficiency and subsequent crew
numbers. This is a completely fallacious argument. The certification demonstration of a
particular aircraft is simply a benchmark comparison conducted under idealised conditions
for the purpose of standardised comparison.
20.Emergency evacuation trials are conducted in very controlled environments and do not
reflect an actual emergency evacuation as emergency conditions are not duplicated. The
crew are tutored, prepared and practiced prior to the demonstration. The „passengers‟ are
fit, prepared, do not include children, the elderly, the frightened, injured, disabled or
panicked. Cabin crew incapacitation/redundancy is not factored into an evacuation trial.
There is no smoke or fire and the aircraft is upright and intact. If a failure occurs, there is
a re-run. There are no practice runs when the real emergency occurs.
21.The world‟s minimum cabin crew ratios are aligned with the aircraft manufacturer‟s
minimum certification demonstration standard. However, this standard is not the
optimum level for safety. Rather, the manufacturer‟s evacuation demonstrations are
required by the National Airworthiness Authority certifying the aircraft for the first time. It
requires the maximum passenger configuration to be capable of evacuating within 90
seconds under idealised conditions. It is more a test of air frame capability; being
fuselage, exit type and number. Certification demonstration does not represent the
multiplicity of conditions or hazards found in a real evacuation and cannot be the basis
upon which to determine the number of crew required under Australian law.
Passengers Acting as Crew Members
22.CASA proposes that operators will satisfy the Authority that „operations can be carried out safely
using a cabin crew ratio of up to 1:50 passenger seats’. The Airbus 321 has a current exemption that
equates to a cabin crew ratio of 1:43. This means the forward right hand side primary exit
door has no cabin crew member primarily responsible for its operation in an emergency.
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23.The decision on whether an aircraft door is safe to be opened or not in an evacuation can
only be reliably made by those who are trained. In aviation safety terms, a decision NOT
to open a door can be even more critical than knowing how to open it. A passenger is not
trained to recognise the potentially fatal consequences of opening a door into fire or
water, debris or rescue vehicles. It is unlikely passengers would find the door operating
handle in dark and/or smoky conditions. If they did manage to open the door they do not
know how to assess the safety of an evacuation slide, or how to operate the backup
inflation method, should it fail to inflate. What does an untrained passenger know about
managing a ditching or the location or use of survival equipment provided with a life-raft?
24.During an evacuation, cabin crew controlling the evacuation ensure passengers exit via
their optimal exit and do so as quickly as possible. Research has clearly shown that
passengers travel further to exit and choose non-optimal exits when not guided by trained
sufficient crew members (Galea; University of Greenwich, 2001). The safety of an exit is
constantly assessed, if the conditions become unsafe, passengers will be re-directed to a
useable alternate exit. Only a trained crew member can reliably conduct such critical
functions within an emergency environment.
25.Lastly, crew members are now subjected to drug and alcohol testing. The Government
implemented alcohol and other drug testing regulations in order to address the safety risk
associated with human performance impairment from both legal and illicit substance use
within the safety sensitive aviation environment. However, passengers do not fall under
the program and, in fact, the consumption of alcohol onboard an aircraft is a very
common phenomenon. It is therefore contrary to the safety principles underpinning the
Australian aviation drug and alcohol risk program, that related [crew number] regulations
be reduced and thereby require unscreened, untrained passengers operate primary safety
exits, systems and equipment.
26.On these grounds, all exemptions to the existing 1:36 regulations granted by CASA to
date are considered invalid by the FAAA and should lapse.
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The role of cabin crew in managing passenger safety as well as security
27.The role of cabin crew, as safety professionals, encompasses maintaining the safety and
security of the aircraft and its occupants at all times, onboard every flight, in-flight and on
the ground. The FAAA‟s submission to the Review of Aviation Security in Australia in 2003
in 2005 (Annexure D) clearly articulated the mandated safety and security role of cabin
crew.
28.Australian law requires that each cabin crew member comply with Civil Aviation
Regulations (CAR‟s) and Civil Aviation Orders (CAO‟s) and demonstrate practical and
theoretical knowledge of emergency procedures including, but not limited to:


Emergency evacuations on land and in the water;



Operation of emergency exits, evacuation slides and life rafts;



Operation of emergency equipment including oxygen, fire extinguishers,
lifejackets;



Fire fighting;



Medical emergencies and First Aid;



Passenger handling including disabled;



Passenger control, both psychological and physical, including restraint;



Handling deranged passengers;



Threats to the safety of the aircraft;



Handling events of a hijack or attempted hijack;



Depressurisation;



Survival on land and at sea.

29.With a proposal to adopt the lowest crew to passenger ratio in the world, there will be
less crew to assist passengers, less help for the disabled, the elderly, the frightened,
parents with infants, or children travelling unaccompanied – research has demonstrated
the high numbers of „socially bonded‟ passengers who travel in aircraft. This has
important implications for evacuation efficiency as such groups must be

managed by

trained crew members. Less crew to assist with turbulence related injuries and medical
emergencies, less crew to provide a life jacket for a child. Finally, and perhaps most
critically, less crew available to protect the flight deck.
30.Arguments have been advanced that improvements in aircraft design and safety systems
are somehow a reason to reduce the number of cabin crew onboard. Cabin crew, on the
other hand, understand that with a greater survival rate, there are actually more
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passengers to evacuate from an aircraft post impact sequence. Despite the enhancement
in crash impact survivability experienced over the last decade, post impact fire remains
the critical danger to survivors.
31.Evacuation rapidity therefore remains the critical issue; passengers need to exit the
aircraft wreckage before survivability is reduced by post impact fire – a window of
opportunity that is accepted in regulations as 90 seconds. Research by the Greenwich
University Fire Safety Research group has shown that trained crew members assist
passengers to select the optimal exit and speed passage through the exit. Alternatively,
this research confirms that without positive guidance passengers are much more likely to
travel further to exit (i.e. longer) and thereby reduce their survivability prospects.
32.Findings by the Transport Safety Board of Canada into the Air France flight 358, July 2005
incident, stated that the evacuation was successful due to the training and actions of the
crew, further, that the availability of supplementary cabin crew undoubtedly contributed
to the success of the evacuation. The mix of passengers included children, infants,
wheelchair passengers and the visually impaired.
33. CASA‟s proposal for aircraft to be operated with a further reduction in cabin crew
numbers when operational need arise is simply unacceptable. Should such an important
regulation be permitted to operate only at the airline‟s discretion then the precedent is
established for any other safety standard to be set aside when it does not suit a particular
commercial operation. Crew members have always sought to facilitate flexible and
adaptive responses to unforeseen circumstances. However, aviation has inherent risk and
there is a limit to what can be allowed under commercial expediency.
34.Allowing airlines to operate at 1:50 passengers in response to commercial pressure would
take Australian ratios from the world‟s best to the world‟s lowest regulated standard in
one foul swoop. This point must be understood clearly, 1:50 passenger ratio (as opposed
to our 1:36 passengers or the US/EU 1:50 passenger seats) will allow the worst crew
ratio in the world to be implemented at the sole discretion of the airline – the same
organisation that will benefit commercially from this implementation.
35.The FAAA highlights the fact that this extreme change to 1:50 passengers (not seats) is
requested by the airlines in order to provide operators with the flexibility of matching
crewing levels to variable passenger numbers. However, they are not keen to point out
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that the current Australian 1:36 passenger ratio already does exactly that. The operators
are arguing for a passenger based flexibility that the existing Australian regulations
already provide them with.
36.Lastly, it must be highlighted that CASA and the airlines are effectively requesting the
FAAA and other supporters of the longstanding 1:36 rule to demonstrate its‟ merit and
appropriateness. However, the Association respectfully summits to the Committee that
this is not our role. In any case the ratio has demonstrated its appropriateness over 50
years of operational application and safety outcomes. Rather, it is the responsibility of
those proposing an alternative safety standard to demonstrate that their proposal
provides an equivalent (or higher) safety outcome. Quite simply, they must demonstrate
that less crew members are as safe as or safer than more crew members. The FAAA
contends that this is incorrect and has not been demonstrated.

It remains the case that less crew equals less safety
Security Aspects
37.CASA states it cannot rule on security matters. Cabin crew are trained safety and security
professionals, they are the last line of defence. Exemptions allowing cabin crew ratios of
up to 1:50 have been made without any consideration of security aspects of the cabin
crew role. This is unacceptable.
38.In December 2009, the National Aviation White Paper set out the Government‟s
commitment to continue Australia‟s excellent aviation safety record and to strengthen
aviation security systems.
39.On the other hand CASA proposes to hand the airlines the right to reduce the number of
safety professionals onboard at will. Cabin Crew are trained to monitor passengers in
respect to the security and safety of an aircraft and its occupants. The risks are
substantially increased when a smaller overall cabin crew complement is involved.
40.Since the attack on the World Trade Centres in New York (9/11), there has been a
heightened importance of security. Key incidents since include the „shoe bomber‟ with
concealed explosives in the heels of his shoes, the attempt to blow up several aircraft
over the Atlantic through the use of liquid explosives and the „underpants bomber‟ who
had explosive material sewn into his undergarments. The ramifications of the locked flight
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deck door post 9/11 cannot be over emphasised. The cabin crew are the last line of
defence, with pilots reliant on the cabin crew being their eyes and ears in the cabin.
Gone are the days the Captain puts his/her hat on and enters the cabin to speak to a
passenger who is not complying with a crew member‟s instruction or acting in a manner
that threatens the safety or security of his/her aircraft. The cabin crew are now on their
own.
41.In a twelve month period (2008/9) the Australian Federal Police attended to 23,000
incidents at 11 major airports. The argument should, in fact, be for more cabin crew, not
less to deal with passenger behaviour and incidents.
42.It is concerning that a major airline in this country has recently reduced the security
recurrent training for cabin crew from once annually to every two years. It is vital that
cabin crews‟ skills are practised and maintained for their own security as well as the
passengers.
43.The safety and security risk levels associated with solo flight attendant operations in
particular, would increase with an increase in passenger numbers from 36 to 50. The
frequency of likely occurrence is a function of the increase in exposure to the hazard.
44.If the cabin crew ratio was changed to 1:50, consider the consequences of a Dash 8 300
series aircraft that currently has 50 passenger seats and 2 cabin crew. The safety and
security professionals, overseeing those 50 passengers could be halved. How could that
risk possibly be considered acceptable risk mitigation or maintaining current safety
standards? What risk assessment management plan could justify such a reduction? Add to
the security compromises, the fact these aircraft operate out of airports without security
screening of those 50 passengers. Onboard the aircraft you would have a solo cabin crew
member working in the galley at the rear of the aircraft, often with their back to the
cabin, and the furthest distance from the flight deck door that cabin crew must protect at
all cost.
45.Dealing with an incident is only one aspect, controlling 50 passengers single-handedly is
not feasible from either a security or safety perspective. Not to mention the risk of crash
impact incapacitation leaving 50 passengers without critical emergency evacuation
management oversight discussed above.
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 List of Cabin Crew Security Responsibilities
Security issues must be factored in when determining Cabin Crew Ratios. The security
responsibilities of cabin crew include, but are not limited to:


Maintaining security awareness at all times in and around the vicinity of an aircraft;



Challenging persons within secure areas if a current Aviation Security Identity is not
visible;



Security checks of an aircraft for concealed weapons, suspicious articles or prohibited
items pre-flight;



Boarding passengers, checking each has a valid boarding pass, ensuring no person enters
the aircraft without producing a pass. Assessing passengers‟ behaviour and suitability to
board. Raising concerns of any suspicious behaviour. The newest technology at airports
allowing passengers to self check-in, actually removes another point of contact where
behaviour could previously be observed by ground staff;



Maintaining security in the vicinity of the flight deck door, whilst entering and exiting the
flight deck, at all times throughout the flight;



Continuous

assessment

and

awareness

of

passenger

movement

and

behaviour

throughout the flight;


Recognising and dealing with a dangerous goods incident should a prohibited item be
discovered during flight;



Restraining passengers in the event of disruptive behaviour;



Managing in-flight violence incidents and alcohol and other drug related behaviour;



Ensuring regulations pertaining to the carriage of persons in custody are adhered to;



Safeguard the aircraft and passengers in the event of a threat of sabotage, bomb threat
or attempted hijacking;



Retaining control of the aircraft cabin during a security incident.

Less crew equals less security
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2. The factors that determine the cabin crew to passenger ratio
46.Civil Aviation Order (CAO) 20.6.1 (b) requires the airline operator to carry at least 1 cabin
crew member per 36 passengers or part thereof (1:36) for aircraft carrying between 20
and 216 passengers.
47.It should be noted that a further prescription (to 1:36) exists for aircraft carrying more
than 216 passengers with 2 aisles. There must be a cabin crew member for each floor
level exit (CAO – 20.6.1 (c)

3. International practice in respect of cabin crew to passenger ratios
48.Australia has the world‟s best practice and should not be „harmonised‟ downward to the
global minimum standard (1:50). The Canadian ratio of 1:40 was not „harmonised‟ with
the United States when it was challenged in 2006.
49.International practices do not mesh. There are differences in requirements, licensing,
even restrictions on the number of aircraft types a cabin crew member can operate on.
Minimum crew number regulations cannot be compared in isolation as many countries
that use a lower standard than Australia‟s have other safety policies in place that may
provide a level of mitigation (for example, legislated duty hour limitations, rest times and
fatigue rules for cabin crew)

4. Measures to enhance aviation safety that may be considered in future
requirements on aircraft operators for a safety risk management plan covering
the cabin crew to passenger ratio

50.Flight and duty time limitations for Australian cabin crew are not legislated. This
significant safety threat has been specifically recognised by ICAO in the Final Report on
the Safety Oversight Audit of the Civil Aviation System of Australia (February 2009) –
Audit Finding OPS/04. CASA regulates fatigue risk management systems (FRMS) and
flight duty limitations for pilots, but not for cabin crew. This is also in contradiction to
Australia‟s obligations under the Convention on International Civil Aviation. Annex 6, part
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1, Chapter 12 requires signatory states to have crew fatigue mitigation systems in place.
Australia is required to either comply with ICAO SARP or notify ICAO of a difference. The
FAAA understands Australia has done neither.
51.There should be appropriate standards to which all airlines operating in Australia must
comply. The „Modern Award‟, Aircraft Cabin Crew Award 2010, incorporates increased
maximum planned flight duty, increased disrupted flight duty, a reduction in planned and
unplanned rest requirements. (Annexure E)
52.Any reduction in crew numbers must not be looked at without proper consideration of this
critical matter of flight and duty time limitations.
Operator-audited FRMS‟s for cabin crew typically score sleep/wake hours, not an
aviation/altitude-related human factors model. Also not taken into account are the
physical demands, and the cumulative effects of multiple flight sectors.
Conclusion
Safety is not isolated to emergency evacuation, the measure being used to determine the
cabin crew ratio.
The regulatory authority, the Civil Aviation Act, allows CASA to only make determinations
on safety related matters.
Security matters must be considered by the Department of Infrastructure and
Communications.
The Australian Government is urged to make the determination that there be no change
to the Cabin Crew Ratio in this country, retain the current 1:36, and cancel existing
exemptions.
To even consider reducing the cabin crew ratio, in particular, removing a trained crew
member from a primary floor level exit door, not factoring in the absence of regulated
duty hour limitations and rest times and allowing individual airline operators to „self
manage‟ safety management systems for cabin crew is an accident waiting to happen.

To assure the Australian public that their safety and security will not be compromised,
CASA should not revisit the matter until an evidence based argument can be presented
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that determines OVERALL safety and security standards are not reduced by reducing the
number of trained crew members on board aircraft in Australia.
Less Cabin Crew + Increased Duty Hours + Decreased Rest Times = Less Safety And
Security For The Travelling Public
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Annexure E
Comparative Table
Minimum Standards
Domestic Operations - Duty Hour Limitations, Rest Times
DA
Modern Award

Flight Attendants (Domestic Airlines) Award 1999
Aircraft Cabin Crew Award 2010

Daily Maximum Hours
Planned
Unplanned

DA Award
9 hours
12 hours

Modern Award
12 hours*
15 hours

INCREASE
33% Increase
25% Increase

* Daily maximum hours can increase to 14 hours (planned) and 16 hours (unplanned) in circumstances
where a Flight Attendant does a combination of non – flying duties and flying duties.

Monthly Maximum Hours
Planned
Unplanned

DA Award
120 hours
140 hours*

Modern Award
144 hours
NO CAP**

INCREASE
20% Increase
% Infinity Increase

* Under the Flight Attendants (Domestic Airlines) Award 1999 there a limited exceptions to this cap,
including voluntary swap of rostered duties.
** The Modern Award states ‘reasonable additional hours’

REST AFTER A DUTY OF 8 HOURS OR LESS – AT HOME
DA Award
Planned
12 hours
Unplanned
10 hours*

Modern Award
12 hours
10 hours

* By agreement between the Cabin Crew member and employer only

REST AFTER A DUTY OF MORE THAN 8 HOURS BUT LESS THAN 14 HOURS– AT
HOME
DA Award
Modern Award
DECREASE
Planned
15 hours
12 hours
20% decrease
Unplanned
12 hours
10 hours
16.4% decrease
REST AFTER A DUTY OF MORE THAN 8 HOURS BUT LESS THAN 14 HOURS – ON AN
OVERNIGHT
DA Award
Modern Award
Planned – At a Flight
Attendant base
12 hours
12 hours
Planned – a port where
flight attendants are not
based
10 hours*
10 hours
* If a Flight Attendant received less than 12 hours rest, then the following day will be limited to 6 hours
unless: a Flight Attendant is returning to permanent base or no replacement crew are available

REST AFTER A DUTY OF MORE THAN 14 HOURS 1 MINUTES BUT LESS THAN 24
HOURS
DA Award
Modern Award
Planned
N/A*
Equal to duty hours
Unplanned
N/A
12 hours
* Under the Flight Attendants (Domestic Airlines) Award 1999 a Flight Attendant can not work more
than 12 hours and therefore there is no provision for rest in these circumstances
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